Effects of hip torque during step-to-step transition on center-of-mass dynamics during human walking examined with numerical simulation.
Besides the leg force actuator, humans also use a hip torque actuator during the step-to-step transition to redirect the velocity of CoM (Center of Mass). Although the leg force actuator has been widely studied, few researches analyze the hip torque actuator during the step-to-step transition. In this paper, we build a powered walking model which consists of a point mass linked with two compliant legs. Each leg has a spring and a damper in parallel. Two types of active actuators, the force actuator on the leg and the torque actuator at the hip, are added to simulate the leg force and hip torque actuator during the step-to-step transition. The cycle walk is solved by numerical simulations under different hip torque strength, and the energetics and stability are evaluated. The simulation results show that the hip torque actuator can reduce the energy cost and improve the stability of walking. Further analysis shows that the hip torque actuator can reduce mechanical works of both legs with small extra energy cost. To understand the principle of hip torque actuator, the CoM dynamics is analyzed. It is shown that the hip torque actuator is efficient on the redirection of CoM. Thus, it can improve the stability and reduce required forces of both legs, which decreases the energy cost. Our work provides a fundamental understanding of the hip torque during the step-to-step transition, and may help improve the design of bipedal robots and prosthesis.